Abstract and Keywords

In this chapter we suggest that the origin of language, specifically the protolinguistic stage, was iconic rather than arbitrary, and fundamentally based on shared cross-modal associations. We provide evidence from natural language in the form of sound symbolism, distinguishing conventional sound symbolism from sensory sound symbolism. Sensory sound symbolism, or the presence of iconicity in natural language, is considered alongside psychological experiments in naming, and other investigations of cross-modal associations specifically involving linguistic sound. This evidence supports the idea that we can directly express a variety of sensory experiences through linguistic sound, and thus that language systems have the capacity to be iconic to a large extent. We outline a theory of sensory protolanguage emergence, considering how and why arbitrariness eventually became the dominant relationship between form and meaning. Finally, we consider the possibility of continuity between cross-modal transfer in other primates and more abstract cross-modal associations among humans, suggesting this may have scaffolded the emergence of symbolic communication.
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Introduction

A central question for language evolution concerns the origin of linguistic symbols. Our species appears to be unique in possessing a learned system of arbitrary reference. Put differently, linguistic forms (words) are traditionally connected to their meanings only through convention, rather than by any goodness-of-fit; a rose, by another name, would still smell as sweet. The French word *pomme* expresses the concept “apple” equally as...
well as the Italian term *mela*. How can we explain the emergence of a system wherein the forms have no apparent connection to their meanings? This question is perhaps best framed by Harnad (1990) as the “symbol grounding problem.” Harnad uses the example of a Chinese dictionary (Searle 1980): if an English speaker searches for the meanings of Chinese words, but where each word is defined only by other Chinese words, the English speaker cannot access any meanings. A symbol grounded only within a system of other symbols has no clear origin. How did this web of symbols begin?

In this chapter we will suggest a solution to the symbol grounding problem. Although words may be arbitrary in modern languages, we present a theory that words did indeed evolve, at least to some extent, based on a cross-modal goodness-of-fit: that is, in the origin of language, the sounds of words evoked the direct meaning of referents. Drawing on evidence from natural language systems as well as cross-modal associations, we will show that language users make implicit cross-modal associations between the sound quality of words and other sensory properties of the objects they denote. The primary evidence for this theory will draw on both natural language and experimental evidence, showing the potential for sound-to-meaning goodness-of-fit in language. Experimental evidence will focus specifically on the fact that humans have certain cross-sensory preferences for relating linguistic sound to other sensory dimensions possible (e.g., taste, shape), and that these a priori preferences may have guided the choice of word forms in language evolution. To this end, we will turn first to exactly how cross-modality can provide the basis for the emergence of such a system.

**What cross-modality gives us**

The lexicons on which languages are built are essentially systems of symbols. Symbol manipulation has been identified as a uniquely human faculty (Deacon 1997), as well as an essential feature of language, but there is no clear account of how our cognition came to support a symbol system that is seemingly disembodied: forms have no connections to their meanings. We will propose that shared sensory biases in the general population provided a basis for grounding language in our perceptual system and served to bootstrap a small lexicon which was initially less arbitrary than its evolutionarily later forms.

Cross-modal biases have been demonstrated experimentally across a range of modalities, including between taste and touch (Christensen 1980), pitch, and vowel quality (Crisinel and Spence 2009; Simner, Cuskley, and Kirby 2010), and touch and color (Simner and Ludwig 2009), among many others (see Part VII of this volume, as well as Calvert, Spence, and Stein 2004, for a review). The pervasiveness of cross-modal associations would suggest this might have been an important utility in an evolutionary sense. Connections between visual and motor areas, for example, would have allowed for complex motor actions guided by vision, such as seeing a branch in the visual field and preparing an appropriate grasp action in order to swing to it (Ramachandran 2004).
This view, of cross-modality as part of the normal cognitive suite, puts synesthesia at one end of a spectrum of cross-modal abilities. Synesthetes, like all people, make cross-modal connections, although these are active for synesthetes at a very different level. In other words, where non-synesthetes might make an intuitive cross-modal association between certain sounds and certain shapes, synesthetes would have a fundamentally different experience of actually “seeing” these colors in the literal perceptual sense. Moreover, the associations of synesthetes are stronger and more temporally stable than run-of-the-mill cross-modal associations. Although particular synesthetic perceptions are considered unique to any particular synesthete, there are definite observable trends, most notably in grapheme-color synesthetes. For example, the letter A is likely across synesthetes to be red above all other colors (Simner et al. 2005), and similar letter shapes evoke similar colors for grapheme-color synesthetes (Brang et al. 2011). Trends among synesthetes are also echoed by trends in cross-modality in the general population for grapheme-color associations (Simner et al. 2005), pitch-lightness associations (Ward, Huckstep, and Tsakanikos 2006), and touch-vision associations (Simner and Ludwig 2009). From this perspective, synesthetes can be viewed as super cross-modal associators, with unusually strong, stable, and specific cross-modal biases.

The idea that language may have non-arbitrary origins is not a particularly new one, although the notion of cross-modality as the basis for such a system is a newer idea. So-called “bow-wow” theories of language origins are some of the earliest on record, suggesting that language was built on direct imitations of sounds (see Atchison 2000 for a review). However, such theories have typically not been taken seriously by the field of linguistics, which emphasizes the fundamental arbitrariness of the sign (Saussure 1959), thus rejecting any natural connection between linguistic signs and their denotations in the world. Hockett’s (1960) influential Design Features of Natural Language, particularly the feature of arbitrariness, further solidified this view. Any evolutionary perspectives eschewing arbitrariness—now considered a central and essential feature of language—were hardly going to be popular.

Despite this, Gestalt psychologists began experiments in motivated naming: exploring the possibility that certain names may better fit certain referents. The best known of these experiments was reported by Köhler (1929, 1947). In a simple forced choice task, subjects were given two nonsense words, takete and maluma, and two abstract shapes (shown in Figure 43.1), and asked to match the words to the shapes. Similar experiments have since been performed with children (Irwin and Newland 1940; Maurer, Pathman, and Mondloch 1940).
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2006), as well as cross-culturally (Davis 1961) and with varying stimuli (Ramachandran and Hubbard 2001). The results of all of these experiments were rather striking: there appeared to be a strong and quantifiable bias in naming. In the vast majority of cases, people assigned maluma to the curved figure and takete to the angular one, demonstrating a preference to map certain names to certain visual forms.

These experiments demonstrated that linguistic sounds have the potential for a “natural” connection to their referents. This connection is not limited to the uni-modal (i.e., within only the auditory modality) “bow-wow” variety of sound imitation, but holds for cross-sensory connections as well: the Köhler task demonstrated a common cross-sensory association between visual form and linguistic sound. Several authors hinted that this naming bias might be important in language (Köhler 1929, 1947; Werner 1957; Werner and Wapner 1952). Ramachandran and Hubbard (2001) were the first to explicitly relate the task to language evolution with their “synesthetic bootstrapping theory of language origins” (2001, 15), suggesting what shared visuo-motor mappings linked the articulation of certain linguistic sounds to certain visual properties. Specifically, they suggested there may be direct cross-activation between visual object shape and sound contours represented in the auditory cortex.

Cross-modal biases are pervasive, and biases to associate linguistic sounds with other sensory experiences would have been particularly useful for the evolution of spoken language. Linguistic cross-modal biases would allow the expression of our perceptions and experiences in any sensory domain through a single linguistic channel. Thus, we can expand upon antiquated “bow-wow” theories of language evolution, with a theory which allows both direct auditory imitation and cross-sensory imitation. Languages still use sounds to express concepts whose characteristics are auditory (e.g., hiss or buzz), but this also extends more widely to referents whose characteristics are not auditory. We can express various sensory experiences through a linguistic channel, and the fact that cross-modal biases are shared across all people would allow for the mutual understanding of an utterance formed on their basis (see Figure 43.2 which gives a schematic representation of how shared cross-sensory biases might have facilitated mutual comprehension in language evolution). In addition to this, recent research suggests that speech is not the only tool available to us in language. Language is a dual system, in which gestures play an integral role (Brown 2010; McNeill 2005; Tomasello 2008). Cross-modal biases, combined with a dual channel speech-gesture system, would have provided ample opportunity for an iconic system grounded in perception. In the emergence of language, we propose that these biases provided a perceptual grounding for a small lexicon, or protolanguage (see Arbib 2005; Bickerton 1990; Tallerman 2007; Wray 1998), which matured and expanded into the complex arbitrary systems we see today.

In the next section, we will review evidence for this theory as found in natural language systems, looking to modern languages for evidence of a connection between form and meaning.
Non-Arbitrariness in Modern Natural Language

Our theory generates a set of testable expectations. Firstly, we should expect to find some evidence of motivated forms in modern natural language—i.e., words that sound as if they fit what they denote, in a cross-sensory sense. But we quickly run up against the central tenet of linguistics discussed in the previous section: that word–meaning relationships are apparently arbitrary. However, a theory of sensory protolanguage—and the expectation that motivated forms should be present in modern language—does not wholly contradict the otherwise obvious arbitrariness of language. The majority of atomic elements in natural language (words or parts of words that cannot be further divided) remain arbitrary. However, there is also a subset of language which is not arbitrary, but sound symbolic, wherein sound actually encodes meaning in some way. Though sound symbolic aspects of language have been historically acknowledged, they have often been considered a peripheral phenomenon too rare to be functional (Hinton, Nichols, and Ohala 1994; Nuckolls 1999). Recently, however, as language typology expands beyond a more traditional focus on Indo-European languages to Austronesian and African language families as well as sign languages, non-arbitrariness has emerged as a universal in its own right (Perniss, Thompson, and Vigliocco 2010). Next, we will define the exact nature of the non-arbitrariness in question, and provide evidence of its pervasive presence in natural language, particularly in the form of sound symbolism.
Levels of non-arbitrariness

Arbitrariness is simply defined as a random relationship between the sound form of a word and its meaning, these holding only through convention among speakers. Thus, non-arbitrariness occurs where the sound forms of words do have an observable and regular relationship to their meanings. To understand where we can expect to find arbitrariness and non-arbitrariness, we have to understand how language systems are organized. Language operates on several distinct levels, which also form interacting areas of linguistic study (and these levels are shown in Figure 43.3). The phonological level involves the sounds relevant to a particular language: phonemes. Each language contains a finite number of phonemes, or sounds which contrast resulting in changes in meaning. For example, the sounds /p/ and /b/ are considered distinct phonemes in English, due to the different meanings for words such as pat and bat (/pæt/ and /bæt/). Pat and bat are known as a minimal pair, where a slight phonetic change (in this case, voicing—the vibration of the vocal cords is markedly delayed in the voiceless /p/, and more immediately present in the voiced /b/) results in an entirely different meaning. Yet, /p/ and /b/ do not actually encode meaning; there is nothing about /b/ that denotes a flying rodent, and nothing about /p/ that evokes the action of patting. Meaning truly enters the picture at the morphological level.

Morphology is concerned with the smallest units of meaning in a language; while phonemes can provide a contrast in meaning, morphemes encode meaning itself. Not all morphemes are words, and many words contain multiple morphemes. For example, the word bat is a single morpheme that is also a word. The word re-establishment, however, contains three distinct morphemes: re- (to do again), establish (to erect or begin), and -ment (which carries information about the word’s category: noun). The morphemes re- and -ment are not considered words, as they cannot stand alone like establish or bat, but can be re-used by attaching to other words.

Non-arbitrariness above the morpheme level is uncontroversial. The meaning of the word re-establishment is not arbitrary with respect to its form; it is composed of the meaning of its morphemic subparts. Wherever we find the morpheme re-, we find the meaning “to do again.” While words are composed of the meanings of their morphemic subparts, morphemes are not composed of the meanings of their phonemic subparts; phonemes do...
not encode meaning. A finite set of phonemes carrying no meaning can be recombined in a variety of ways to create meaningful morphemes. This feature of language is part of what provides its capacity to express a virtually unlimited array of concepts.

One of the major questions in language evolution is how we came to combine meaningful subparts (such as morphemes) to create larger meaningful words and sentences. However, underlying this question is the mystery of how meaningful subparts emerged at all; the ability to create words from meaningful morphemes requires the emergence of meaningful morphemes as a pre-requisite. A sensory theory of protolanguage seeks to answer how we came to have meaningful morphemes at all, considering the subparts of those morphemes are theoretically meaningless. Our theory suggests that at some basic psychological level, certain phonemes can have a natural connection to meaning. This being the case, we would expect to see sound-meaning correspondences below the morpheme level in natural languages. The next section will discuss instances of sound symbolism.

**Sound symbolism**

Hinton, Nichols, and Ohaha (1994) identify four distinct types of sound symbolism. *Corporeal sound symbolism* includes coughs, hiccups, and other “natural” noises which give information about the state of a speaker; largely extra-linguistic, these are not relevant for the current discussion. *Conventional sound symbolism* includes cases where phonemes are associated with features of meaning non-arbitrarily (more on this later). *Imitative sound symbolism* includes conventionalized onomatopoeia (hiss, buzz) as well as more directly imitative sounds (ssss, zzzz). *Synesthetic sound symbolism* includes sounds designed to cross-modally imitate other sensory phenomena; as the sound of the word takete might be taken to “imitate” an angular form. Of most interest to a sensory theory of protolanguage is imitative and synesthetic sound symbolism. We will consider these together using a new term: *sensory sound symbolism*. Imitative sound symbolic forms are certainly more straightforward than their synesthetic counterparts because they represent an association within the auditory modality alone, rather than one that crosses sensory boundaries (e.g., a visual experience expressed as a linguistic sound). However, the two types of sound symbolism are unified, since linguistic symbols can be considered sensorily grounded in both cases (see Figure 43.2). More specifically, sensory sound symbolism constitutes a psychologically and linguistically natural connection, wherein form is motivated by meaning. It has been demonstrated using *cross-linguistic experiments*, in particular among a class of words called ideophones (which we define and describe in detail later).

Finally, sensory sound symbolism can be separated from what we might call *conventional sound symbolism*. Conventional sound symbolism is found in language in two forms: as significant *statistical correspondences* between form and meaning within the lexicon, and
as *phonesthemes* (both defined and described in detail later). The following section will discuss both types of conventional and sensory sound symbolism in detail.

**Conventional Sound Symbolism**
Statistical correspondences

Where sound is somehow motivated by meaning below the morpheme level, we should expect measures of sound in a language system to correlate with measures of meaning. Put differently, words which sound similar should also share a significant similarity in meaning. Shillcock et al. (2001) examined the most frequent monomorphemic words in the British National Corpus (a large collection of spoken and written samples of English; 2001). Each word was compared to every other word on two measures: how similar the words were in terms of their sounds (phonologically), and how similar the words were in terms of their meanings (semantically). Shillcock and colleagues found a significant correlation between phonological and semantic similarity, indicating that words which sounded similar were more likely than chance to have similar meanings. Tamariz (2005) carried out a similar study with monomorphemic words in Spanish, likewise finding that phonologically close words were significantly more likely than chance to also be semantically close.

While this demonstrates that linguistic sound is somehow related to meaning below the morpheme level (since only monomorphemic words were considered), such a broad cross-lexical measure does not give any information about which particular sounds correspond to particular features of meaning, and why. These correspondences demonstrate a non-arbitrary relationship between form and meaning, but they do not reveal the basis of this relationship. They only fall out of the system writ large; a wide net must be cast in order to capture significant correspondences. Indeed, even though the correlation is highly significant, it accounts for a miniscule amount of the variance. This is as we would expect, given that any cross-lexical non-arbitrariness is far from obvious, and certainly not at the level of conscious awareness for most speakers of a language. Hence although sound and meaning correspondences are present and have significant strength, there is not sufficient evidence to suggest the exact nature of the correspondences, let alone whether they are motivated by cross-sensory associations. Tamariz (2005) discusses the various pressures on a language system, suggesting that form-meaning correspondences may contribute to the overall systematicity in a language. This systematicity is useful for language learners; studies show that random systems are considerably more difficult for learners (Kirby, Cornish, and Smith 2008).

Monaghan, Christiansen, and Chater (2007) have taken a slightly different approach, and considered the matter cross-linguistically, specifically from the perspective of child language learners in English, Dutch, French, and Japanese. Rather than meaning distance per se, Monaghan and colleagues examined grammatical category information, contrasting open and closed class words and nouns and verbs. In other words, they asked if open class words share more sound features with other open class words than with closed class words, performing similar analyses with nouns and verbs. Monaghan and colleagues found that words which shared class and grammatical categories shared phonological similarities in all four languages. Not all of these shared features were truly cross-linguistic; for example, while the presence of plosives (e.g., p, d) was a good cue for
open classed words in English, the same did not necessarily hold for the other languages. However, some cues were shared across languages: overall length in phonemes was a good predictor of open class membership, the presence of bilabial phonemes (sounds produced using both lips; e.g., \(m, b\)) was a good predictor of nouns, and the presence of velar phonemes (sounds produced with the back of the tongue against the velum; e.g., \(k, g\)) was a good predictor of verbs (see also Farmer, Christiansen, and Monaghan 2006; Monaghan, Chater, and Christiansen 2005).

The cross-linguistic nature of these results is compelling, but the meaning metric used, though arguably more fine grained than Tamariz (2005) or Shillcock et al. (2001), is as much syntactic as it is semantic. Hence, correspondences observed between form and "meaning" appear to be driven by syntactic category rather than the individual lexical semantics themselves. Though these categories do have semantic features (nouns are more likely to be objects whereas verbs are more likely to be actions), they are still rather broad swathes demonstrating correspondences at the level of the system as a whole, rather than the lower phono-semantic level. Nonetheless, studies of statistical correspondences among monomorphemic words do demonstrate that there is non-arbitrariness in language, despite the historical view in linguistics that language is arbitrary. While these correspondences may represent sound symbolism (p. 878) that is more sensory than conventional, there is no definitive evidence to suggest this is the case.

**Phonesthemes**

Phonesthemes are a more specific sound-meaning correspondence directly observable in individual monomorphemic words. Phonesthemes are operationally defined as monomorphemic words sharing correspondences in sound and meaning beyond the level that would be predicted by chance alone (Bergen 2004). For example, a group of words in English beginning with \(gl\)- all have meanings denoting visual lightness (e.g., glint, glimmer; also see Figure 43.4). While the consonant cluster \(gl\)- is not considered a morpheme, it appears to have a non-arbitrary relationship to this visual meaning-feature. Phonesthemes have been identified in a diverse array of languages, including Austronesian languages (Blust 1988), Ojibwa (Rhodes 1981), and Swedish (Abelin 1999).
Phonesthemes are compelling candidates for meaning-motivating-form at the phonemic level, but they may be problematic. First, phonesthemes are often identified by researchers through intuition, and are not objectively or independently verified (Drellishak 2007; Hutchins 1998). Where objective methods are used, results are mixed and confined to a small number of phonesthemes. Drellishak (2007) used three separate statistical approaches to the English lexicon, and uncovered only four phonesthemes in English: sn- (nose; snobbish), st- (firm; upright; linear), -ing (e.g., bing, ting for sounds), and spr- (to radiate out; elongated). Bergen (2004) looked to the Brown Corpus (Kucera and Francis 1967) specifically for gl-, sn-, sm- and fl- phonesthemes. He found that all four clusters were more likely than chance to be used in the corpus with their phonesthetic meanings: for example, gl- was four times as likely to relate to vision as sn-.

In contrast, Hutchins (1998) compiled an exhaustive list of phonesthemes identified through intuition in the literature, resulting in over 145 phonestheme types. Using a subset of these, Hutchins tested whether nonsense words containing phonesthetic clusters were more likely to be associated with their phonesthetic meanings, rather than other meanings. Subjects chose the expected meaning well above chance levels, demonstrating a strong psychological basis for phonesthemes. In a study designed to examine online processing of phonesthemes, Bergen (2004) used a primed lexical decision task: subjects see a prime word followed by either a word or a non-word target, and are tasked with pressing a key indicating whether the target is a word or not. In such a task, the goal is to discern what effect the relationship between the prime and target has on decision times. In Bergen’s (2004) task, primes were either unrelated to targets (e.g., prime: frill, target: barn), related only phonologically (e.g., prime: drip, target: drab), related only semantically (e.g., prime: cord, target: rope), related pseudo-phonesthetically (sharing features of sound and meaning which do not occur significantly often in English, e.g., prime: crony, target: crook), or related fully phonesthetically (e.g., prime: glitter, target: glimmer). Phonesthetic primes resulted in the most significant
facilitation to reaction times when paired with a phonesthetic target. These data demonstrate a psychological basis of phonesthemes even below the conscious level demonstrated by Hutchins (1998). Using Hutchins’ exhaustive list of phonesthemes, Otis and Sagi (2008) returned to a corpus approach. Using the Project Gutenberg corpus (Lebert 2005) and latent semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer and Dumais 1997) to provide meaning distance, they found that ten word-initial phonestheme clusters shared significant semantic properties, including gl-, sn-, and spr- (Otis and Sagi 2008).

While phonesthemes demonstrate a strong form meaning relationship (i.e., a psychological bias as well as a statistical reality in some cases) there remains major doubt as to whether phonesthemes are naturally “motivated,” in the sense of deriving from some shared cross-modal rule. Similar phonesthemes have not been demonstrated cross-linguistically, and thus could be the result of historical idiosyncrasies in a particular language. Put differently, although present in a variety of unrelated languages, phonesthemes do not necessarily manifest similarly across languages (e.g., gl- does not indicate light in most other languages with phonesthemes). In fact, many gl- phonesthemes identified by Bergen (2004)7 share etymologies (e.g., both English and Swedish share this phonestheme and both are Germanic). In other words, rather than the form being cross-modally motivated by the meaning, at least in the case of gl-, the observed relationship may be the result of a particularly productive branch of words that goes back as far as Proto Indo-European (see Figure 43.4 for a possible depiction of the shared historic roots of gl-).

It is still possible that some phonesthemes are naturally motivated. However, historical relationships are at least as plausible, and must be definitively ruled out before declaring phonesthemes to be sensory sound symbolic. Even so, the problem is still not straightforward: the fact that certain sets of words deriving from the same proto-form survive in a language may be the result of a cross-modal goodness of phonological and semantic fit. Put differently, a natural goodness-of-fit between form and meaning may lead to that particular pairing of form and meaning being especially productive. Phonesthemes remain an interesting case of non-arbitrariness in language, but without further evidence, must be classed as conventional rather than sensory sound symbolism.

Sensory Sound Symbolism
Ideophones

Sensory sound symbolism is exemplified by an intriguing category of words known as ideophones. Also termed expressives (Diffloth 1994; Tufvesson, 2011) or mimetics (Imai et al. 2008), ideophones are sometimes grouped with phonesthemes (Nuckolls 1999), but are quite distinct in that native speakers consciously report ideophones as being linguistic forms sensorily motivated by their meaning. Dingemanse (2009) defines ideophones as “marked words which vividly depict sensory events.” Onomatopoeia in English is an excellent example; hiss actually directly depicts the sound made by a snake. Though ideophones encompass onomatopoeia, they also go beyond it, depicting not only auditory events, but visual, emotional, and tactile events, among others. For example, in the Togo region of Ghana, giligili evokes circular shape, and wúrúfúú a fluffy texture for speakers of Siwu (Dingemanse 2011). Since the very form of ideophones evokes sensory experience for language users, they appear to be an instance of cross-modal goodness-of-fit underlying modern natural language. Ideophones have fascinated many linguists, with Frankis (1991) going so far as to refer to them as “the lunatic fringe of language” (17).

In some instances, ideophones occur in a strange kind of minimal pair. These minimal pairs are different from the usual pat/bat type discussed earlier; here, a change in sound is accompanied by a specific change in meaning; phonemes are directly encoding meaning, such that changes in phonemes evoke a systematic meaning change. For example, in Japanese, kirakira means “to glitter or sparkle,” where giragira means “to glare or dazzle.” The voicing distinction, in this case between /k/ and /g/, is changing the meaning in terms of magnitude; a small to an overwhelming amount of reflected light. The voicing distinctions present in Japanese ideophones are also trends in Siwu (Dingemanse 2011), demonstrating an interesting cross-linguistic effect between two genetically distant languages. In other ideophonic languages, vowel quality distinctions have a similar effect, as in Bahnar, where a change in vowel height (e.g., /i/ versus /a/) indicates a difference in size (Diffloth 1994). These cross-linguistic trends make for testable predictions. Common ideophonic features occurring between genetically distinct and geographically disparate languages would point to an overall cognitive bias, eliminating the historical explanations possible for phonesthemes. If ideophones truly depict sensory events, we should expect people who do not speak Japanese, for example, to have some insight into the meanings of Japanese ideophones. Recent experiments show that ideophones do provide clues to meaning even for naïve listeners.

Experiments with natural language

Iwasaki, Vinson, and Vigliocco (2007a) compared Japanese and English speakers’ intuitions regarding Japanese ideophones for motion and laughing (e.g., bura-bura: strolling, kusu-kusu: giggle). Despite no knowledge of Japanese, the English speakers rated the meanings of Japanese ideophones similarly to the Japanese speakers. For the motion ideophones, voicing was identified as indicative of large size in both groups (e.g.,
b is larger than p). Similar judgments between Japanese and English speakers were also found for Japanese pain ideophones (Iwasaki, Vinson, and Vigliocco 2007b). Another approach to the cognitive bias underlying ideophones examines learnability. If ideophones are forms motivated by their meanings, the natural connection between form and meaning should make them more easy to learn than forms with no natural relationship to their meaning. Imai et al. (2008) found that 3-year-old children were able to more effectively learn the meaning of novel verbs when they were ideophonic. Nygaard, Cook, and Namy (2009) found similar results with English speaking adults; subjects learned the definitions of Japanese ideophones significantly quicker when they were paired with their actual meaning (hayai: fast), as opposed to the opposite meaning (hayai: slow) or a completely arbitrary meaning (hayai: blunt).

These studies show that people with no knowledge of a language genetically distant from their own are able to access the meanings of its words based solely on their form. Surprisingly, this is also true for non-ideophones. Tsuru and Fries (1933; as cited in Brown, Black, and Horowitz 1955) first investigated this with English speakers and Japanese words. Though Japanese has an extensive system of ideophones, Tsuru and Fries intentionally used description words that were not ideophonic in character. Their prediction was that although ideophones appear to be a special case of particularly evocative words, that there is information in all word forms—even those in non-ideophonic languages—about meaning. In Tsuru and Fries’ (1933) initial study, subjects were provided with pairs of English words and their Japanese equivalents, for example bird and worm with tori and mushi, or white and black with shire and kuro (the pairs were presented in random order). With no prior knowledge of Japanese, subjects chose the correct Japanese equivalent of the English words significantly above chance levels (tori means BIRD and shire means WHITE). Similar results have been found for English speakers with a diverse array of languages, including Hungarian (Klank, Huang, and Johnson 1971), Polish, Chinese, and Czech (Brown, Black, and Horowitz 1955), Croatian (Maltzman, Morisett, and Brooks 1956), Hebrew (Brackbill and Little 1957), Hindi (Brown and Nuttall 1959), and Thai, Karnese, and Yoruba (Slobin 1968). While some of the languages (e.g., Japanese and Yoruba) have ideophone systems, many lack ideophones (e.g., Czech, Croatian, Polish). More recently, Berlin (1994) has run a similar experiment with English speakers and Huambisa, a Jivorian language spoken in Peru. Using bird and fish names, Berlin had subjects classify which member of a pair was a bird and which a fish. Over a list of 50 animal names, subjects have 58% accuracy at guessing the correct category, a statistically significant finding. Moreover, Berlin found that accuracy with some pairs was extremely high, up to 98%.

Tasks of this type can only be possible if English speakers are detecting features in the forms of the foreign words which encode meaning, even outside ideophonic systems. Quite independently, Berlin (2006) and Westermann (1927) have made suggestions regarding the nature of these specific sound-meaning connections, based on corpus research (see Table 43.1 which shows their collection of sound symbolic items proposed in the literature). In the case of Huambisa, Berlin (1994) suggests that specific vowel and consonant contrasts play an important role, with high vowels (like /i/) being associated
with the quick movement of birds, while lower vowels like /a/ are associated with the slower flowing movement of fish.\textsuperscript{8} As a follow-up, Berlin (1994) examined a comprehensive corpus of bird and fish names in Huambisa, finding a preference for high vowels in bird names and low vowels in fish names.

Based on Jesperson’s (1933) informal examination of several languages, finding that high vowels are often associated with not only with speed but small size (as in English teeny, little; Nuckolls, 1999; see also Ohala, 1984\textsuperscript{9}), Berlin (2006) also examined several other South American languages for patterns of size sound symbolism. This time using only bird names, species were divided into those over 10 inches and those under. As expected, the names of smaller birds were significantly more likely to contain higher vowels. Berlin performed a similar analysis on words for squirrel and tapir in 25 languages, finding /i/ significantly more frequently in words for squirrel and /a/ more frequently in words for tapir. Berlin (2006) suggests that ethnozoological nomenclature is of special interest, as it often involves conscious creation of labels, and thus is a subset of language where sensory sound symbolism is likely particularly strong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Associated Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front vowels, high tone, short vowels, voiceless consonants</td>
<td>Bright, quick, sharp, pleasant taste, pleasant smell, intensive color, energetic, fresh, exact, rapid, abrupt, short, agile, long, straight, hagged, skinny, sharp, thin, slender, angular, small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back vowels, low tone, long vowels, voiced consonants</td>
<td>Large, voluminous, heavy, soft, dull, slow, tasteless, unpleasant smell, heavy, blunt, chaotic, slow, sluggish, flowing, awkward, smooth, spherical, short, stocky, fat, hefty, squat, rotund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In another corpus approach, Ultan (1978) examined 136 languages, searching specifically for phonemes which indicated size contrasts. While only a about a third of the languages surveyed contained such relevant contrasts, of those that did over 85% exhibited the pattern predicted by Jesperson and confirmed by Berlin, with the high vowel denoting smaller size.\textsuperscript{10} Woodworth (1991) extended a similar method to words denoting physical distance, examining deictics (e.g., this, that) and finding that higher vowels were present for proximal pronouns for 70% of the 26 languages surveyed. Traunmuller (1996)
confirmed these results even more specifically, connecting the observed trends directly with the frequency of the second formant (an acoustic correlate of vowel quality).

Even in the absence of a formal ideophonic system, many languages contain clues to meaning at the phonemic level. Trends among specific vocabulary elements, be they animal names or deictic pronouns, demonstrate this well at a linguistic level: a given language system takes advantage of sound-meaning patterns below the morphological level. Experimentally, even naive subjects seem to be able to pick up on these correspondences in completely foreign and unrelated languages, suggesting not only a psychological reality, but a universality of certain sound symbolic patterns.

**Linguistic Cross-Modality**

Sensory sound symbolic patterns found in natural language can provide the basis for a different approach to finding evidence for natural goodness-of-fit between linguistic sound and meaning. Sound symbolic patterns found in natural language can be used to create novel linguistic stimuli testable against controlled perceptual stimuli, joining approaches from cross-modality more generally with the interest in linguistic sound symbolism. Various experiments have shown that people make common cross-modal associations between linguistic sounds and properties such as size (Newman 1933; Sapir 1929; Thompson and Estes, 2011), angularity (Maurer, Pathman, and Mondloch 2006; Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001), and taste (Simner, Cuskley, and Kirby 2010). The following section reviews such studies.

**Magnitude**

Size vowel symbolism, the notion that some vowels are “smaller” than others, is of particular interest in studies of linguistic cross-modality. In fact, Jesperson’s (1933) informal investigation into sound symbolism in natural language was inspired by experimental work done by Sapir (1929). Sapir used sets of simple non-words, such as *mil* and *mal*, which contrasted only vowel quality. Subjects were asked to match these words with a large or small object. Sapir found that 80% of over 400 subjects matched /a/ with large objects and /i/ with small objects. Newman (1933) extended Sapir’s findings, showing that not only the absolute height of the vowels /i/ and /a/ affected judgments of size, but relative vowel height had a similar effect (see also Johnson 1967; Huang, Pratoomraj, and Johnson 1969).

More recently, Thompson and Estes (2011) used a different method incorporating consonants and improving Sapir’s traditional forced choice paradigm. Instead, a single abstract object was presented in the context of a known object, such as a cow, to indicate size, alongside a list of five nonsense words to choose from. The nonsense words were designed using the vowel qualities identified by Sapir (1929) combined with voiced and
voiceless consonants, the latter (voiceless consonants) predicted to correlate to smaller size. Thompson and Estes (2011) found that subjects were significantly more likely to choose words containing “large” phonemes (e.g., /a/, /m/, /w/) for the large abstract objects, and conversely, more likely to pair “small” phonemes (/i/, /k/, /t/) with small objects.

Ohala (1994) has suggested a plausible mediation for magnitude sound symbolism called “the frequency code hypothesis.” Initially applying this to overall voice pitch (i.e., the fundamental frequency of the speech signal, known as F0), Ohala points out that in the natural world, smaller animals produce high pitched sounds while larger animals emit low pitched sounds, thus, we could conclude that the pitch of the speech signal underlies size sound symbolism. However, incidental variations in pitch in human speech are not a reliable indicator of speaker size (Fitch 2000). Intentional variations in pitch play a phonemic role in some languages in the form of tone (e.g., in Mandarin), but the use of tone is not pervasive, making the explanatory power of fundamental frequency as the underlying mechanism for size sound symbolism limited.

However, all languages do make use of vowel quality: the difference between vowels such as /i/, /a/ and /o/. Vowel quality is acoustically determined by the relationship between resonant frequencies of F0 known as the first, second, and third formants. Not only does the relationship between formants underlie vowel quality, but the overall value of the formants (as long as their relative distance is maintained) is also an honest signal of speaker size in humans (Fitch 2000). Fisher-Jorgensen (1978) found that this relationship could be captured by subtracting the value of the first formant from the second. This gives a frequency representing the vowel contrasts relevant in magnitude sound symbolism: the larger the difference between second and first formant, the smaller the size (Ohala 1994). For example, there is a large difference between the second and first formant in the vowel /i/, which is more likely to be associated with small objects (as in /mil/ vs. /mal/). The frequency code can also be extended to consonants: voiceless consonants have higher frequencies than voiced consonants, and dental, alveolar, palatal and front velars have higher frequency than labials and back velars (Ohala 1994). Physical size can also be extended to other magnitude dimensions, including light and dark (Newman 1933), as well as the many other sensory dimensions (detailed in Table 43.1). In summary, the frequency code gives a mechanism for explaining a multitude of common associations made between magnitude and vowel quality.

Visual angularity

Parallel to the work on magnitude sound symbolism, there has also been a large body of work examining visual angularity and linguistic sound, after Köhler’s (1929, 1947) takete/ maluma experiment (in which most people pair the word takete with an angular shape, and maluma with a rounded shape). The paradigm has been extended to include a variety of non-words, including takete/uloomoo (Davis 1961), kiki/bouba (Ramachandran and
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Hubbard 2001, and teetay/goga (Maurer, Pathman, and Mondloch 2006), as well as varying visual stimuli.

Köhler’s (1947) report of the phenomenon was directly inspired by Usnadze (1924) and Fischer’s (1922) accounts of similar experiments. Rather than using a forced choice paradigm, Fischer had subjects rate the goodness-of-fit of non-words to shapes, finding that certain names were rated as fitting certain shapes exceptionally well across subjects. Usnadze (1924) used a more qualitative method, focusing on what caused reported goodness-of-fit between a name and a figure. Subjects either matched a name with a figure using an associative strategy, based on existing lexical knowledge (e.g., choosing the word jage for the jagged shape), or an intrinsic strategy, matching specific qualities of sound (e.g., vowel) to visual qualities of the shape (e.g., size). Interestingly, Usnadze reported that after a short time interval, subjects were more likely to make the same or similar sound-shape associations as their own previous trials if they had used an intrinsic rather than associative strategy on the initial trial. In a more extensive follow-up, however, Fox (1935) found that associative choices resulted in better recall.

Given the limited number of subjects in early studies, subsequent attempts focused on extending the developmental and cultural spread to examine both the innateness of naming biases as well as their cultural universality. Irwin and Newland (1940) were the first to examine shape-name biases with children and adults. Using a paradigm modeled after Köhler’s, subjects from age 4 years to adults were asked to label shapes with aurally presented non-words designed by the experimenters to “fit” the test shapes. Irwin and Newland found that adults performed as expected, but this weakened as the age of subjects decreased, and responses did not differ from chance for 4- to 8-year-olds. Davis (1961) undertook the first cross-linguistic examination of the effect, with the goal of discerning whether the effect may be confined to speakers of Germanic languages. Davis tested both English schoolchildren as well as children in Tanganyika (found in modern Tanzania) who spoke Swahili (a Niger-Congo language) and Kitongwe (a Bantu language). Using Köhler’s original visual stimuli and replacing the word maluma with uloomu (due to an apparent lexical confound in Kitongwe), Davis found the effect was robust for both the English and Tanganyika populations. However, Rogers and Ross (1975) subsequently reported random responses when testing the effect with the Songe in Papua New Guinea.

More recently, Ramachandran and Hubbard (2001, 2005) have anecdotally reported the experiment using the words bouba and kiki, reviving interest in the paradigm, especially with respect to language evolution. Maurer and colleagues examined the effect among 3-year-old children and adults, using a set of four pairs of shapes (with an angular and rounded shape within each pair) and four pairs of carefully designed non-words. Unlike previous manipulations, the non-words were purposefully designed rather than intuitively chosen to differ only in terms of vowel roundedness (e.g., the vowel in bow is rounded, and the vowel in bay is unrounded), with the prediction that rounded vowels would match with rounded shapes. Maurer, Pathman, and Mondloch (2006) found the effect among both children and adults, contrary to Irwin and Newland’s (1940) earlier findings.
Connecting their results directly to Ramachandran and Hubbard’s (2001) synesthetic bootstrapping theory, Maurer and colleagues suggest an articulatory mediation for their findings, wherein the rounding of the lips imitates the rounding of the shape.

Recent studies have increasingly moved towards more controlled stimuli from both linguistic and visual perspectives. Ahlner and Zlatev (2010) set out to use a larger set of non-words, using systematic combinations of front (e.g., /i/) and back (e.g., /u/) vowels with voiced sonorants (e.g., m, l) and voiceless obstruents (e.g., p, t). They found that adult Swedish speakers paired non-words with front vowels or voiceless obstruents with an angular shape, and this effect was particularly strong in non-words containing front vowels and voiceless obstruents together. Neilsen and Rendall (2011) also approached possible sound contrasts in terms of both vowel and consonant quality, as well as creating systematically varied round and angular shapes, finding that the quality of consonants was primarily responsible for non-word/angularity cross-modal associations.

Other recent approaches have deviated slightly from Köhler’s original paradigm, choosing more implicit measures of associations. Westbury (2005) hypothesized that consonant articulation, in the form of stops (e.g., p, d, k) versus continuants (e.g., m, l, z), drives linguistic cross-modal associations involving visual angularity. Using a lexical decision task, both words and non-words were presented inside curved or angular frames. Westbury found that correct classification of non-words containing continuants was facilitated by curved frames, and correct classification of non-words containing stops was facilitated by angular frames. This was the first evidence of implicit sound symbolism for angularity, and the first study to show that a specific sound property (the continuant property of consonants) was related to angularity.

Another approach to angularity and linguistic sound looks at the learnability of sound-meaning mappings. Kovic and colleagues trained subjects on non-word-to-shape category associations, and then tested them using a timed categorization task (Kovic, Plunkett, and Westermann 2010). Subjects were trained to categorize figures with non-word labels that were either “sharp sounding” (e.g., /rɪf/) or “round sounding” (e.g., /mɔt/), in either a congruent (angular figures were rifs) or incongruent (angular figures were mots) condition. In the test phase, subjects heard the label followed by the presentation of an angular or curved figure and responded by pressing a “match” or “mismatch” button based on their training trials. Subjects who were trained in the congruent condition had significantly faster reaction times for both match and mismatch items.

Nielsen and Rendall (2012) used a similar paradigm, however, they approached the design of the non-words with the stop/continuant distinction established by Westbury (2005) in mind. Subjects were trained on form-meaning pairs which were either congruent (stop non-words were paired with angular shapes) or incongruent (stop non-words were paired with rounded shapes), and were then tested on these learned associations. Those who learned the incongruent vocabulary performed no different from chance, but subjects trained on the congruent condition performed significantly better than chance and significantly better than the incongruent group. This examination of
learnability not only provides an implicit demonstration of cross-modal associations between linguistic form and angularity, but demonstrates that these biases might function to increase the learnability of a vocabulary system for language users.

Monaghan, Mattock, and Walker (2012) approached the learnability from a different angle, using the cross-situational learning paradigm (Monaghan and Mattock 2009; Yu and Smith 2007). In cross-situational learning, rather than training subjects on form-meaning pairs explicitly, a single word appears with multiple meanings over many training presentations—in this case, a single non-word appeared with multiple shapes. Subjects learned form-meaning pairs over successive trials by inference: for example, if the word *takete* appears with an angular shape over and over (even though another shape is always co-present), the form-meaning pair of *takete* + angular shape will be internalized. In other words, the non-word *takete* does not appear with the angular shape in isolation, but the angular shape reliably co-occurs with the word *takete* nonetheless. Monaghan and colleagues designed their non-word items carefully, utilizing the stop/continuant distinction as well as contrasting vowel quality (e.g., front /i/ or back /u/) in a separate condition. They found that form-meaning pairs were easier to learn where stops or front vowels were paired with angular items, and continuants or back vowels were paired with rounded items. These findings echo those of Neilsen and Rendall (2012), finding that sound symbolism facilitates learning even when more implicit strategies are necessary, as in cross-situational learning (see also Monaghan, Christiansen, and Fitneva 2011; Parault and Schwanenflugel 2006; Parault and Parkinson 2008).

Although the psychological evidence for sound symbolism regarding visual angularity is compelling, the mechanisms underlying the biases are unclear. The angularity of figures in all experiments is well controlled, but the linguistic stimuli vary, making it unclear what may be driving the effect from a linguistic perspective. Many investigations designed linguistic stimuli almost entirely based on intuition regarding goodness-of-fit with visual stimuli, making the effect rather circular (e.g., Davis 1961; Fox 1935; Irwin and Newland 1940; Kovic, Plunkett, and Westermann 2010; for further discussion see Westbury 2005). Some more recent investigations have chosen specific linguistic motivations for non-word stimuli, including vowel rounding (Maurer, Pathman, and Mondloch 2006) and manner of consonant articulation (Westbury 2005). However, neither of these studies held other phonetic factors in their linguistic stimuli constant, unlike Sapir’s (1929) classic investigation, wherein only the vowel was changed to form an artificial minimal pair (e.g., *mil* versus *mal*). For example, in addition to manipulating vowel rounding, all of Maurer and colleagues’ word pairs also alternate consonant voicing (e.g., *goga* contains voiced consonants and *teetay* voiceless). Though Westbury’s (2005) consonants were for the most part carefully controlled, voicing varied systematically along with manner of consonant articulation, and vowel quality was not considered at all.

**Linguistic cross-modality and taste**
Most studies in linguistic cross-modality, even those directly examining natural language, have focused on the visual modality (e.g., size, angularity, lightness). Given the dominance of our visual system, and the excellent vision which defines primates (Jacobs 2009), the visual modality is a natural starting point. However, language encodes much more than the visual; if cross-modality were important in the evolution of language, we should expect it to connect linguistic sound not only to vision, but to all our sensory systems (as shown in Figure 43.2). Another reason to look beyond visual linguistic cross-modality is that the neurological condition of synesthesia is extremely varied, extending to taste in many cases (Day 2005). This is particularly relevant since cross-modal associations in synesthetes tend to mirror those in the general population.

Cross-modality and taste has been extensively studied, as the experience of eating is considered to be truly multi-modal, involving integration of smell, vision and sound (see Auvray and Spence 2008 for a review). A strawberry odor can amplify sweetness (Stevenson, Prescott, and Boakes 1999), and conversely, a sweeter solution will be rated as smelling fruitier (Verhagen and Engelen 2006). Discrimination between flavors is negatively affected when the color of a liquid does not match its taste (e.g., identifying a lime flavor in a red solution; Zampini et al. 2007), manipulating the sound produced when eating crisps can enhance perceived crunchiness (Zampini and Spence 2004), and color and label information can affect flavor perception (Shankar et al. 2009). However, the connection between taste and more abstract sensory experiences is less well studied.

Crisinel and Spence (2009) made the first empirical examination of taste and sound, asking subjects to categorize different bitter or sour tastes according to high or low pitch. Tastes were represented by names of foods associated with a particular taste quality, for example, coffee or tonic water for bitter and lime or vinegar for sour. Crisinel and Spence found that categorization accuracy was higher and response latency lower when high pitch was paired with sour items and low pitch with bitter items, demonstrating an apparent association between pitch and taste. A follow-up study (Crisinel and Spence 2010) confirmed these findings using additional implicit methods. However, these results may have been unduly influenced by the use of linguistic terms to mediate the experience of taste (i.e., cross-sensory mappings may have been based in part on the visual form of the words; see Simner, Cuskley, and Kirby 2010 for further detail). More recently, Gallace, Bochin, and Spence (2011) examined associations between linguistic sound and taste in greater depth. Rather than examining pitch, non-words derived from Kohler’s classic takete/maluma task were rated for goodness-of-fit with common food items. Each non-word pair (takete/maluma, kiki/bouba, and ruki/lula) provided the anchors for two ends of a scale, and food items were rated along each scale between the words. Brie, chocolate mousse, and blueberry jam were rated positively with the words bouba and lula, while cheddar cheese, mint chocolate, and crisps were rated positively with the words takete and ruki (see also Spence and Gallace 2011).

Simner, Cuskley, and Kirby (2010) aimed to examine how phonological features, rather than pitch or particular non-words, were associated with pure tastants. Pure tastants were chosen instead of linguistic taste terms such as sweet, sour, and, bitter, since the
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graphemic or phonological properties of lexical items may influence responses (see earlier). The use of specific linguistic sounds makes this study highly relevant for a sensory theory of protolanguage. Rather than examining implicit associations using a timed categorization task, or having subjects rate goodness-of-fit using an external scale, Simner and colleagues measured associations by having subjects respond to tastes (sweet, salty, bitter and sour, each at low and high concentrations) by choosing a sound directly. The sounds were presented in the form of four continua reflecting various qualities of speech salient in the sound symbolism literature: F1 vowel quality (roughly corresponding to vowel height), F2 vowel quality (roughly corresponding to vowel rounding), voicing continuity, and overall spectral frequency.

With this method, Simner, Cuskley, and Kirby found that subjects rated higher concentrations as being significantly lower vowels (e.g., /a/), more fronted vowels, and with higher spectral balance. These findings agree in part with previous notions regarding magnitude sound symbolism in particular (e.g., the frequency code hypothesis, Table 43.1): for example, low vowels indicate larger magnitude and also mapped to higher taste concentrations. Front vowels, however, are usually associated with small size, but were found in Simner and colleagues’ study to map to high concentrations. This simply underscores the fact that there may not be a single rule governing linguistic cross-modal associations across all sensory systems. While the frequency code hypothesis might explain many of the magnitude associations underlying visual linguistic cross-modality, such an ethological explanation may not apply to taste.

Systematic associations were found not only for concentration, but also for taste quality. Sweet was a lower, more continuous vowel than salt, bitter and sour, and was significantly lower than sour in particular on the spectral balance scale. Interestingly, the sweet taste was involved in all of the significant differences regarding taste quality. From an evolutionary perspective, sweet was the only taste examined which always indicates a viable or attractive food source (along with umami; see Zhao et al. 2003) and would therefore greatly benefit from a naming convention that systematically derived from some shared cross-modal basis. Taken together, these results provide compelling evidence that linguistic cross-modality goes beyond the visual domain, increasing its explanatory power in terms of the evolution of language.

Conclusions: A Sensory Theory of Protolanguage Emergence

Many authors have debated the nature of protolanguage as being primarily gestural or musical (Arbib 2005; Mithen 2005); holistic or synthetic (e.g., Tallerman 2007; Wray 1998). Regardless of its nature, a detailed mechanism for the emergence of protolanguage remains a mystery, although many authors have argued that we should begin by looking to animal communication systems (e.g., see Fitch 2010). Few authors
have proposed solutions which offer a way to ground protolanguage, and thus language itself, in systems predating the emergence of language. Our account of protolanguage places our sensory system firmly at the root of our linguistic system, providing embodiment for an otherwise disassociated network of symbols. The use of sensory sound symbolism would have allowed us to express and understand a variety of elementary concepts, from sharing the visual details of our surroundings to valuable information about food sources. While a sensory protolanguage may solve the issue of grounding our symbol system, it leaves many questions in language evolution unanswered. What gave us the impetus to share information at all? How did we get from a small iconic system to a virtually infinite arbitrary one, and why?

The first question remains one of the major mysteries not only of language evolution, but of human culture and cognition more generally. Many authors have considered in detail how and why we may have acquired such an impetus to share (see Dunbar 2003; Tomasello et al. 2005). Tomasello et al. (2005) point out that it would have required some degree of a theory of mind: the ability to represent others’ states of belief and desires. Interestingly, a lack of theory of mind appears to correlate with an inability to perform common cross-modal associations (Ramachandran and Oberman 2006), perhaps indicating that the perspective-taking involved in theory of mind is also crucial for sharing cross-modal associations. Whatever the origins of this drive to share or its reasons for persisting, we would assume it predates the emergence of protolanguage. Given that the sort of information relevant for sharing would have to be mediated by our perceptual system, grounding our hopeful utterances in shared sensory experience would have been a reasonable starting point.

How and why might an iconic protolanguage have become arbitrary? Pressures on an expanding language system—a small protolanguage shifting to a full-fledged lexicon—would have resulted in the leap from iconic to arbitrary. There are two related advantages to an iconic system: increased learnability and decreased processing demands. The first, increased learnability, has been demonstrated most powerfully with ideophones (e.g., Imai et al. 2008; Nygaard, Cook, and Namy 2009) for both Japanese and English speakers; Yoshida and Smith (2006) have also shown that ideophonic words are used more frequently with children, when word learning is at its peak. Learnability is not trivial; in fact, it is considered a core property of human language (Hockett 1960)—a language must be learnable by its users in order to be useful. Iconic forms are easier to learn precisely because they are grounded in existing perceptual and cognitive systems, rather than symbols defined only by convention and essentially requiring rote memorization. This leads onto the second advantage: an iconic system requires less processing power. Having been more easily stored, the retrieval of an iconic form is more straightforward than retrieval of an arbitrary form. Iconicity adds a natural strength in the bond between form and meaning, making the retrieval of a meaning with only the form, or vice versa, more automatic. As a simplified example, if all forms denoting small objects contained an /i/, the task of trying to retrieve the meaning of a form such as mil is
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...constrained to meanings involving small objects. In an arbitrary system, however—where *mil* might denote any type of object—the task of retrieving its meaning remains largely unrestrained, and the search for the meaning of a given form must be exhaustive.

Given these advantages, why would language ever become an arbitrary system? Gasser (2004) has examined the advantages of iconicity in a set of simulations using a simple feedforward network. The network learns iconic languages with much lower error; however, this advantage only persists while the iconic language is small. Arbitrariness is a response to pressure for a language to convey more meanings. Monaghan, Christiansen, and Fitneva (2010) have suggested this may be why some non-arbitrary form-meaning relationships hold between the relatively small number of categories in a system (e.g., nouns and verbs as per Monaghan, Christiansen, and Chater’s 2007 finding), but are not as apparent at finer levels of the lexicon (see also Tamariz 2005).

Finally, in order for a complete account of protolanguage emergence, there must be some attempt to demonstrate relevant continuity with our evolutionary relatives: other primates. Although complex tasks involving cross-modal association such as the *takete/ maluma* task have not been tested with other primates, there is recent evidence that at least Chimpanzees engage in some cross-modal associations. Ludwig, Adachi, and Matsuzawa (2011) have shown that chimpanzees map high luminance to high pitch, a mapping well-documented in humans (Marks 1974). Chimpanzees have also shown impressive memory of numerical symbols in particular (Matsuzawa 2009), and Humphrey (2012) has suggested their success in symbolic memory tasks may be due to grapheme-color synesthesia, well-known to enhance the memory of human synesthetes (e.g., Yaro and Ward 2007). This would mean the cross-modal continuum mentioned earlier was likely present in our last common ancestor with chimpanzees, allowing it to be leveraged for language evolution in hominids.

Another, perhaps less abstract, cross-modal ability known as cross-modal transfer is found in both other primates and very young children. Cross-modal transfer provides an accurate expectation of an object’s properties in one modality having only experienced it in another. For example, we have expectations about what an object may feel like (e.g., sharp) based on how it looks (e.g., angular). This has obvious survival value; one can make effective decisions regarding multisensory interaction with novel objects via input from a single modality. Cross-modal transfer has been found in infants as young as 6 months old (Rose, Gottfried, and Bridger 1981), as well as in chimpanzees (Davenport, Rogers, and Russell 1973) rhesus monkeys (Cowey and Weiskrantz 1975), and even bushbabies (Ward, Yehle, and Doerflein 1970). Savage-Rumbaugh and colleagues have found more robust cross-modal transfer in language trained chimpanzees, including tasks that involve “not only cross-modal associations, but also the transformation of information from symbolic to representational modes” (Savage-Rumbaugh, Sevck, and Hopkins 1988, 617). This finding would suggest not only a continuity of cross-modal abilities between humans and chimpanzees, but also that the availability of a small lexicon may enhance abilities in cross-modal association. In the course of protolanguage emergence, cross-modal abilities such as cross-modal transfer may have been the genesis of an iconic...
system. Learning and use of such a system may have expanded cross-modal transfer to cross-modal association, allowing for the more abstract associations commonly found among humans.

Of course, this theory leaves many questions regarding language evolution unanswered, and there are still gaps even regarding protolanguage emergence. The emergence of theory of mind is an evolutionary problem requiring continued interdisciplinary study. Although we can outline clear stages in the emergence of protolanguage and the move to a larger lexicon, an exact timeline remains difficult to pin down. Written records of modern language go back at least 6,000 years, and estimates of the emergence of language range from tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of years ago. Lastly, while a theory based on sensory associations offers a comprehensive answer to the symbol grounding problem, there are many important aspects of language evolution it cannot hope to explain, such as the emergence of syntax. However, we hope to have shown that a consideration of cross-modal associations evident in both synesthesia and the general population more widely can shed light on how our species moved from a state with no symbolic communication to one which laid the foundations of language as we know it today.
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Notes:

(1) This chapter will not go into detail regarding the nature of synesthesia and its various varieties, as this is well covered in the remainder of the volume.

(2) One notable exception, Rogers and Ross (1975), will be discussed in further detail later.

(3) Hinton and colleagues (1994) use the term synesthetic here in a slightly unconventional manner: they do not suggest these forms are confined to synesthetes or derive from their unique associations, but simply that there are shared cross-modal associations underlying some sound symbolic forms.

(4) For example, we could imagine a fictional lexicon where all round objects have the /e/ vowel present in the word *takete*. This language would be non-arbitrary, since there is a regular relationship between a particular vowel and roundedness—but it would not be naturally motivated. Instead, we know from Köhler’s naming experiments that the word
takete fits better with angular objects than round ones. But non-arbitrariness can still logically be present even if it contradicts the natural motivatedness evident from Köhler’s experiment.

(5) Open class words, or content words, form a category of words which can be readily added to, and includes all nouns and verbs. Closed class words, also known as function words, form a category to which new items are rarely added, including things like prepositions (e.g., in, of, at), determiners (e.g., the, a, this) and conjunctions (e.g., and, but).

(6) Drellishak (2007) did not confine his search to monomorphemic words or even content words, which may have adversely affected his results.

(7) Only monomorphemic roots are considered here; types identified by Bergen such as glistening and glimmering were considered instances of glisten and glimmer respectively.

(8) Vowel height distinctions are now well documented in many ideophone systems (Dingemanse 2011).

(9) Despite these examples, English appears to be an exception to these trends. Newman (1933) and Brown (1958) both failed to find a significant correlation among English words denoting size and vowel quality.

(10) See Diffloth (1994) and Bauer (1996) for a discussion of languages that do not conform to this pattern.

(11) Note that vowel quality is independent of voice pitch. For example, the word teeny can be sung in a high or low pitch.

(12) At one end of this scale, subjects heard a continuous vowel sound; as the value of the scale increased, periods of silence interrupted the continuous vowel resulting in pockets of voicing, mimicking words like kiki or takete.

(13) This was effected by changing all the formants of filtered white noise simultaneously from 0 to 5000 Hz, resulting in a scale from low-pitched white noise to high-pitched white noise.
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